
User Manuals for a wooden 
cabinet with LED lighting
Thank you for purchasing our cabinet. All 

our products are made with the greatest 

attention to detail. We are one of the 

leading mirror manufacturers in Europe. 

Thanks to this, you can be sure that you 

are getting the highest quality product. 

The LED lighting cabinet should be used 

in accordance with its intended purpose, 

strictly adhering to the descriptions, 

conditions and information provided in 

this manual.



Prepare the necessary tools 
for mounting the mirror so
that you can pass the 
whole process smoothly
and successfully.

Use the cabinet according to its

absolute purpose by following 

the descriptions, conditions

and provided information

in this manual.

Remember!

Getting your tools
ready



Do not hang the cabinet on profiles, 
furniture and the ceiling.

Make sure the wall you want to 
hang the mirror on is strong 
enough.

Long use of LED strip can make it very hot. Avoid 
keeping flammable substances near it. Don't touch 
the lighting.

The cabinet should not be used in the places where it will 
beexposed to excessive moisture or high temperature 
(according to zones).

When assembling the cabinet, pay special attention to its edges.They
are the most susceptible to damage.

The cabinet is heavy due to the wooden structure and 4 glued mirrors. 
We recommend that you install the mirror carefully and be 
carefulassembly by at least two people.

Connecting the cabinet for 220V mains installation should remaincarried
out by a specialist or an authorized person.

There are 4 glass shelves attached to the cabinet. Don't put theminside
until the cabinet is mounted.

Be careful not to damage the cabinet and the rear surface of the mirror 
during the assembly process.

Warning!
Do not place the cabinet on a hard 

surface (e.g. directly on tiles). Firstly
put a blanket or a folded towel on the 

ground. This will reduce 
the likelihood of damage 

to the glass.



Preparation for 
assembly

Open the package and 
take out the cabinet. 
Remember to put it on a 
soft surface, such as a 
towel or rug.

Check that all items are included in the 
package.

Only remove the protective foil at 
the end of the assembly. It should 
be on the mirror throughout the 
assembly process up to hanging 
on the wall.

If any item is missing 
or you find that the 
mirror or cabinet has 
been damaged in the 
shipment, please 
contact us.



Preparation for wall
mounting

Measure the distance between the holes
on the back of the cabinet.

Having the exact distance of the above-
mentioned elements, mark the points on the 
wall with a pencil where you will place the wall 
plugs with hooks.

Check that the marked points on the wall are 
equal. For this, it is worth using a spirit level.

Check with a tape measure that the distance between the 
marked points is equal to the distance between the holes on the 
back of the cabinet.
Make sure that there are no holes in the drilling areapipes
or electric cables.

Prepare the items: 8mm drill bit, 8mm dowels, screws (L hook type).

Drill holes in the wall for the mounting pins.

Place the wall plugs in the drilled holes.

Screw the screws (L hooks) into the expansion bolts. They should be 
screwed in in such a way that they protrude from the wall to a distance of 
about 3 cm. Their even positioning ensures that the cabinet is hung evenly

Hang the cupboard on the hooks. Make sure the hooks are in the eyelets. 
The cabinet should be stable.

Use an electric cube to connect the cabinet. Make sure the electricityit's
off. If necessary, switch off the fuses!

If you are not experienced in connecting electrical appliances 
directly to the network, consult an electrician.



Cleaning &
Maintenance

Terms of use

Remove the protective film 
and corner protectors from the 
mirror surface.

In order to remove any glue 
residues from the foil from 
the mirror, use acetone, 
solvent or nail polish 
remover.

For everyday mirror cleaning, 
use agents designed for 
cleaning mirrors or glass 
surfaces.

Avoid cleaning with silicone 
or acid agents.

When cleaning the mirror 
periodically, for example with 
glass cleaners or water, 
remember to disconnect the 
mirror from the 230V / 50Hz 
mains and wait 45 minutes for 
the mirror to cool down 
completely.

The cabinet should be used in 
accordance with its intended purpose.

Do not install the cabinet in a place 
where it will be exposed to excessive 
moisture.

The electric installation of the 
mirror should not be interfered 
with. All such things should be 
reported to the manufacturer.

It is not allowed to modify or 
replace the elements of the 
illumination system in the mirror. 
Any repairs, replacements or 
modifications should be performed 
by the manufacturer's service or an 
authorized specialist service.
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